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New collection 
overview

Innovation meets timeless design in our 
new collection of contemporary lighting 
concepts for hospitality, residential, 
and commercial spaces. The collection 
showcases enduring materials such 
as beautifully translucent porcelain 
and highlights functional and flexible 
applications, including our portable and 
plug-in lighting ranges. Our new Made to 
Order offering provides more choice and 
flexibility than ever before. Discover the 
latest designs across our comprehensive 
Interior, Bathroom, and Exterior ranges.

Lighting designed to stand the test of time. 
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Since 1997, our founders John Fearon and 
James Bassant have shared a passion 
for British lighting design and a vision to 
create products with distinctive quality. 
The insight gained over this time influences 
our comprehensive range of lighting for 
hospitality, residential, and commercial 
applications. Underpinned by our meticulous 
attention to detail, each design balances 
high-performance with our commitment to 
sustainable, timeless design.

Our heritage
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Our designers 
James Bassant, Design Director

Co-founder James leads a busy team of 
in-house designers as Design Director. 
A natural eye for timeless aesthetics 
allows James to draw upon influences 
from life and expertly translate these into 
considered, pared-back luminaires that 
stand the test of time.

Riley Sanders, Head of Design

New Zealand born Riley combines a 
love of materials with his fascination of 
manufacturing techniques to explore 
innovative, future-proofed designs. 
Passionate about the details, he works 
closely with the engineering team to create 
synergy between a products aesthetic and 
function, ensuring neither is compromised.  
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Porcelain

Astro’s porcelain lighting collection 
showcases the beauty of this versatile 
material. Offering a warm glow that creates 
an inviting atmosphere, porcelain is an 
enduring material that is designed to stand 
the test of time. 

Choose from a range of porcelain designs 
that are built for interior spaces,  pared-
down wall lights that deliver functional 
illumination, or visually appealing table 
lamps that create atmospheric mood 
lighting in dark corners. A durable yet 
versatile material, porcelain offers a 
timeless elegance in any scheme. 
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Plug-ins

Astro’s plug-in lighting offers sleek and 
functional solutions for reading and wall 
lighting. With versatility at the core of their 
design, these compact indoor lights are the 
perfect choice for the bedside, living spaces, 
and offices. Just plug them into a mains 
outlet and enjoy convenient illumination 
wherever it is needed.
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Portables

Compact and versatile, Astro’s collection 
of portable lights are the ideal choice 
for bringing illumination and ambience 
wherever it is needed. Featuring energy-
efficient LED technology, that ensures long-
lasting illumination, many models offer 
adjustable brightness settings to suit your 
needs. The collection features considered 
designs that are built to complement any 
interior or exterior seamlessly.
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Made to Order

Made to Order offers a number of alternative 
finishes and specification options to some 
of our lighting ranges, providing extended 
flexibility and choice when specifying 
our lighting. Subject to minimum order 
quantities and increased lead times.
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Bathroom
NEW LIGHTING COLLECTION
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Nara

Thanks to its timeless design and innovative 
features, Nara is the ideal pendant light 
for mounting beside mirrors in hospitality 
bathrooms or centrally in larger residential 
bathrooms. It features high-quality, durable 
materials and a self-levelling design, making 
it ideal for installation on uneven ceilings.

7.6W LED incl.
3000K 324lm 90CRI
IP44  
Shade Sold Separately

Ø125mm

61
6m

m

Ø160mm

14
9m

m

Ø180mm

17
2m

m

Ø180mm

15
7m

m

Matt BlackPolished Chrome

Nara Globe Ribbed Glass Nara Globe Glass

Nara Taper Ribbed Glass Nara Taper Glass

Nara Cone Glass
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Atticus

With its sleek design, evocative of a single 
pencil stroke rendered in 3D, Atticus adds a 
contemporary look to modern bathrooms. 
Thanks to its versatile design, Atticus can 
be installed vertically or horizontally, above 
or on either side of the bathroom mirror. 
Atticus also features an easy-to-install 
mounting system and durable materials for 
years of safe, reliable use.

600 13.4W LED incl.
3000K 606lm 90CRI 
900 16.8W LED incl.
3000K 976lm 90CRI 

IP44  
Phase Dimmable 

600

50

900

50

600 Matt Black 600 Polished Chrome

900 Matt Black 900 Polished Chrome12



Lyra Ceiling

With its extremely durable ceramic base 
and glass shade, Lyra is the perfect solution 
for adding comfortable overhead lighting to 
any modern bathroom. Its sleek design also 
makes it an ideal choice for installation in 
other small spaces, such as cloakrooms.

140 5W Max G9 excl.
180 12W Max E27 excl.
IP44

140

19
6

180

24
0

140 Gloss White Glaze

180 Gloss White Glaze13



Lyra Wall

With its extremely durable ceramic base 
and glass shade, Lyra is the perfect 
solution for adding warm, comfortable task 
lighting to any modern bathroom wall. Its 
sleek design makes it an ideal choice for 
mounting on one or both sides of the mirror.

Single 5W Max G9 excl.
Twin 2 x 5W Max G9 excl.
IP44 

17
6

120 158

33
2

120 158

Single

Twin14



Millie

With its fluid base and elegant shade, Millie 
is an ideal choice for installation as a pair to 
provide IP44-rated task lighting alongside 
bathroom mirrors. Thanks to its versatile, 
minimalist design, Millie is also an ideal wall 
lighting solution for corridors, guest rooms 
and other spaces.

3.5W Max G9 excl.
IP44  

27
6

160 182

Matt Black

Polished Chrome
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Ottawa

With its sleek design and durable materials, 
Ottawa puts a contemporary twist on 
conventional bathroom downlights. The 
etched, translucent diffuser creates a warm, 
ambient glow in addition to Ottawa’s bold 
spotlighting, making it the ideal choice for 
a primary overhead light source for any 
modern bathroom.

6W Max GU10 excl.
IP65  

Matt Black

Matt White

Ø85

11
0
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Ascot

With hidden LEDS that radiate an even glow 
that’s ideal for shaving or applying makeup, 
Ascot is available in two contemporary 
shapes that can complement any decor. 
Easily adjust the colour temperature to 
match your needs by touching the discreet 
touch button. In addition, it features an 
in-built demister to ensure perfect visibility 
when in use. 

9.6W LED incl.
2700K-6000K  80CRI
IP65

650 620-670lm
700 703-762lm
800 940-1020lm

700800

650

65
0

500
600

70
0

80
0
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Palermo Matt Black

With its sleek, minimalist design and 
integrated LED, Palermo is an attractive, 
energy-efficient lighting solution for any 
modern bathroom. Thanks to its versatile, 
symmetrical shape, Palermo can be 
installed either above or alongside a mirror, 
providing bright, functional task lighting.

600 6.8W LED incl.
3000K 346lm 90CRI

900 11.7W LED incl.
3000K 629lm 90CRI

IP44  

900600

60
0

40 60

90
0

40 60
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Ottavino Matt Black

Ottavino is a durable, IP44-rated wall light 
with a contemporary twist, making it the 
ideal mirror lighting choice for any modern 
bathroom. The double-glass shade creates 
a comfortable, warm glow perfect for task 
lighting.

5W Max LED E14 excl.
IP44  

82

26
7

124
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Interior
NEW LIGHTING COLLECTION
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Leda Wall

With its sleek, linear design and slightly 
curved base, Leda is the ideal task 
lighting choice for modern guest room 
work areas and bedside walls. Designed 
with sustainability in mind, Leda’s head is 
constructed to promote airflow to maximise 
a GU10 lamp’s lifespan.

4W Max LED 35mm GU10 excl.  
Switched
Shade sold separately

 11
0

110 155

11
0

110 340

Leda Wall Matt Black Matt Nickel HeadLeda Swing Matt Black

Matt Gold Head
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Leda Desk

With its minimalist, linear design and 
convenient, adjustable head, Leda is the 
ideal desk light choice for adding warm, 
functional task lighting to guest room 
workspaces, bedside tables and lobby 
seating areas. Leda is available in elegant 
matt black to match any contemporary 
interior.

4W Max LED 35mm GU10 excl.  
Switched
Shade sold separately

Matt Black

Matt Gold Head

Matt Nickel Head

55
5

150 355
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Leda Floor

With its minimalist, linear design and 
accessible switch control, Leda is the ideal 
floor light choice for adding warm, functional 
task lighting to guest rooms and lobby 
seating areas. Leda’s changeable shades 
are available separately, enabling it to be 
flawlessly adapted to any modern interior.

4W Max LED 35mm GU10 excl.  
Switched

Matt Black

Matt Gold Head

Matt Nickel Head

13
56

200 355
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Venn Wall

With its sleek design evoking modernist 
architecture, Venn provides warm, 
inviting light to any contemporary 
guest room or other hospitality space. 
Its versatile wall-mounted design and 
durable, die-cast zinc base make Venn 
the ideal ambient lighting choice.

12W Max LED E27 excl.
Switched/unswitched options
Shade Sold Separately

Matt Nickel + Putty Fabric

Bronze + White Fabric

Matt Nickel + White Fabric

Bronze + Putty Fabric

W. 315  D. 135 

16
0

W. 315  D. 135 

16
0
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Venn Reader

With its sleek design evoking modernist 
architecture, Venn provides a warm 
ambient glow and functional reading light 
to any contemporary guest room or other 
hospitality space. Its versatile wall-mounted 
design and durable, die-cast zinc base make 
Venn the ideal dual-function lighting choice.

Ambient 12W Max LED E27 excl.
Reader (each) 3.3W LED incl.
2700K 91lm 90CRI
Switched 
Shade Sold Separately

Venn Reader Matt Nickel + Putty Fabric

Venn Reader Bronze + White Fabric

Venn Reader Twin Matt Nickel + Putty Fabric

Venn Reader Twin Bronze + White Fabric

W. 315  D. 135 

27
0

W. 315  D. 135 

27
0
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Venn Table

With its sleek design evoking modernist 
architecture, Venn provides a warm, 
ambient glow to any contemporary 
guest room or other hospitality space. Its 
convenient plug-in design and durable, die-
cast zinc base make Venn the ideal table 
lighting choice.

Ambient 12W Max LED E27 excl.
Reader 3.3W LED incl.
2700K 91lm 90CRI
Switched 
Shade Sold Separately

Venn Table Matt Nickel + Putty Fabric

Venn Table Reader  Bronze + White Fabric

55
0

55
0

W. 180  D. 309 W. 180  D. 309 
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Venn Floor

With its sleek design evoking modernist 
architecture, Venn provides a warm, 
ambient glow to any contemporary 
guest room or other hospitality space. Its 
convenient plug-in design and durable, die-
cast zinc base make Venn the ideal floor 
lighting choice.

12W Max LED E27 excl.  
Switched
Shade Sold Separately

Bronze + Putty FabricBronze + White Fabric

Matt Nickel + Putty FabricMatt Nickel + White Fabric

 15
48

W. 235  D. 425 
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Ako

With its rich Gold and Matt Black or 
White finish, Ako adds a luxurious, 
architectural accent to the walls of corridors 
and hospitality spaces. Its opalescent 
polycarbonate diffuser casts a soft wash of 
illumination on the wall without harsh angles.

Made to Order

• Bronze / Gold, Bronze / 
Silver, Matt Black / Silver, 
Matt White / Silver

• DALI Dimming

420 2 x 5.9W LED incl.
2700K 522lm 90CRI

600 2 x 5.9W LED incl. 
2700K 480lm 90CRI

Phase Dimmable

600 Matt Black / Gold 600 Matt White / Gold

420 Matt Black / Gold 420 Matt White / Gold

60
0

130 88

42
0

130 95
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Baton

Inspired by the precision and minimalism 
of a single pencil stroke, Baton is a dual-
function bedside wall light with a linear, 
architectural design. Its two metal lines 
intersect at harmonious angles, while the 
opalescent diffuser casts a gentle, ambient 
glow. Designed with versatility in mind, 
Baton can be mounted either horizontally 
or vertically.

Ambient 4.8W LED incl.
2700K 181lm 90CRI
Reader 4.8W LED incl.
2700K 93lm 90CRI
Switched

Matt Nickel

Matt Black

50
8

110 112.5
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Enna Desk USB-C

With its sleek, minimalist aesthetic and 
convenient USB-C charging port, Enna is 
the ideal task light for guest room desktops. 
Its adjustable, glare-free head also makes 
it the perfect choice for bedside tables and 
front desks.

3.3W Max LED incl.
2700K 170lm 90CRI
Switched

Matt Black

Matt GoldMatt Nickel

Matt White

45
0

150 315
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Keta

With its sleek, contemporary appearance 
and adjustable LED head, Keta is the 
perfect reading light for bedside walls. 
Thanks to its versatile design, Keta can be 
installed either horizontally or vertically 
and has an automatic on-off switch with 
docking motion.

3.2W Max LED incl.
2700K 155lm 90CRI
Switched

Made To Order

• Matt Nickel, Matt White, 
Polished Chrome

25
6

63 67

Bronze

Matt Gold Matt Black31



Curve Clear Glass

With its elegant, elliptical shape, Curve is 
the ideal clear glass shade for illuminating 
guest room bedsides, dining areas and 
bars. The clear glass allows for more 
light output and perfectly accentuates 
decorative lamps.

Ø205mm

22
0m

m

Ø238mm

28
5m

m

Curve 220 Curve 28532



Carlton Wall

With its pared back design and elegant 
porcelain shade, Carlton is the ideal desk 
light for adding focused task lighting or a 
soft, warm glow to workspaces and bedside 
tables. The convenient plug-in design makes 
Carlton easy to use anywhere comfortable 
task lighting is desired. Carlton also features 
an adjustable lamp head to easily focus the 
light output wherever needed.

5W Max G9 excl.  
Switched

Carlton Wall Plug-in

Carlton Wall

20
0

W. 110  D.118
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Carlton Desk

With its pared back design and elegant 
porcelain shade, Carlton is the ideal desk 
light for adding focused task lighting or a 
soft, warm glow to workspaces and bedside 
tables. The convenient plug-in design makes 
Carlton easy to use anywhere comfortable 
task lighting is desired. Carlton also features 
an adjustable lamp head to easily focus the 
light output wherever needed.

5W Max G9 excl.
Switched

W. 160  D.203

45
0

Porcelain Shade detail
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Ella Wall

Ella features a strikingly modern, angular 
base, paired with an elegant porcelain 
shade. The translucent porcelain gently 
diffuses the light, casting warm, ambient 
glow. Ella is the perfect wall light for 
corridors and guest rooms.

2 x 3.5W Max G9 excl. 

Light Bronze

Matt Black

Porcelain Shade detail

W. 160  D.214

27
3

35



Ella Table

Ella features a durable, seamless base, 
paired with an elegant porcelain shade, 
making it an ideal table light for adding a 
warm glow to any room. The easy-to-use 
touch sensor and dual G9 design put a 
modern twist on Ella’s timeless design.

2 x 3.5W Max G9 excl.  
Switched - Touch Sensor

Light Bronze

Matt Black

160

45
2
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Imari Wall

Inspired by timeless 1980s Italian lighting 
designs, Imari adds sophistication and 
warm, directional lighting to any interior. 
It is the ideal wall-mounted lighting choice 
for guest rooms, dining rooms and corridors 
in both hospitality and residential settings. 
Crafted from high-quality die-cast zinc and 
slip-cast porcelain, Imari is built for lasting 
performance.

12W Max LED E27 excl.
Switched

Imari Wall Adjustable Bronze

Imari Wall Bronze

Imari Wall Adjustable Matt Nickel

Imari Wall Matt Nickel

W. 140  D.165

16
0

W. 140  D.262

19
5
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Imari Desk

Inspired by timeless 1980s Italian lighting 
designs, Imari adds sophistication and 
comfortable task lighting to any office or 
guest room workspace. Available in Bronze 
and Matt Nickel, it is the ideal desk light for 
any modern desktop. The durable porcelain 
shade diffuses the light, for a warm, 
pleasant glow.

12W Max LED E27 excl.
Switched

Matt Black

Bronze

Matt Nickel

52
2

W. 180  D.297
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Arbor

With its flowing, organic shape, inspired 
by the branch of a tree, Arbor adds a 
sophisticated, contemporary accent 
to any modern guest room bedside 
wall. Its convenient plug-in design and 
durable construction make Arbor the 
ideal solution for providing comfortable 
bedside reading light.

7W Max LED E14 excl.  
Switched

Matt White

Matt Black

 
30

8

 
176

 
202
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Serge

Inspired by classic Parisian lamp designs, 
Serge adds timeless sophistication and 
functional lighting to any workspace or 
bedside. Crafted from high-quality, pressed 
aluminium and durable steel, and available 
in classic Matt Black or Matt White, it is a 
versatile task or reading light built for long-
lasting performance.

5W Max G9 excl.  
Switched

Matt White

Matt Black

20
5

143 533
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Ascoli Swing

With its sleek appearance and convenient 
plug-in design, Ascoli is the ideal choice for 
adding functional task lighting to bedside 
walls or workspaces. The durable materials 
and option to use energy-saving LED lamps 
make Ascoli a smart solution for long-
lasting task lighting.

6W Max LED GU10 excl.

Matt White Matt Black

Ø110 286
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Toro

Inspired by the shape of traditional East 
Asian lanterns, Toro adds a uniquely 
decorative allure to any modern guest 
room or living space. In addition to its crisp 
double-glass shade and durable steel wall 
bracket, Toro features a lever-style terminal 
block for fast, efficient installation.

12W Max LED E27 excl. 

 
30

0

280 145
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Veo

Inspired by the fluted columns of classic 
Greek architecture, Veo adds timeless 
elegance and a warm, ambient glow to your 
home. With its decorative glass shade and 
sleek metal base, it is an attractive addition 
to any modern living room or hallway.

12W Max LED E27 excl.

Matt Nickel

Bronze

21
7

200 100
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Halo Portable

Halo is a portable lamp that brings 
comfortable task lighting to any space, 
including hospitality guest spaces and work 
areas. Available in Matt Black, Matt White 
and Light Bronze, it complements any 
interior. Halo’s intuitive touch control and 
durable, contemporary design make it the 
ideal choice for modern task lighting.

2.6W LED incl.
2700K 214lm 90CRI
Touch Sensor
4-Step Dimming

Matt White

Matt Black

Light Bronze

Ø162

 
26

4
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Zeppo Portable

Zeppo is a portable table lamp that brings 
comfortable ambient lighting to any 
space, including hospitality guest rooms, 
workspaces and dining areas. Available 
in Light Bronze, Matt Black and Pebble 
Grey, it complements any interior. Zeppo’s 
convenient switch control and durable, 
contemporary design make it the ideal 
choice for modern ambient lighting.

2.6W LED incl.
2700K 287lm 80CRI  
Switched
4-Step Dimming

Pebble Grey

Matt Black

Light Bronze

 21
0

Ø150

45



Koto

With its sleek, modern design and gently 
curved shape, Koto is the perfect choice 
for adding comfortable spotlighting to any 
contemporary guest room or workspace. It 
has a spotlight head that is fully adjustable, 
so you can focus the light precisely to meet 
your needs.

6W Max LED GU10 excl.

Recessed Matt White

Triple RoundTriple BarFour Bar

Surface Matt Black

Five Bar

1200

16
6

900

16
9

Ø90

 16
6

600 110Ø220

 16
6

110

Ø80

14
8
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Koto Wall

With its crisp, round base and gently curved 
spotlight head shape, Koto is the perfect 
choice for adding functional spotlighting 
to any contemporary space, including 
kitchens, living rooms, workspaces and 
bedside walls. The convenient switch in 
Koto’s base makes it simple to operate.

6W Max LED GU10 excl.

Matt Black

Matt White

166 maxØ90

90
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Koto Track Spot

Ascoli Track Spot

6W Max LED GU10 excl.

50W Max GU10 excl.

Koto Track Matt Black

Koto Track Matt White Ascoli Track Matt Gold

Ø81 72

15
3

Ø57 85

14
1 m

ax
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Mondrian Matt Black

With its sleek, linear design and durable, 
die-cast base, Mondrian is the perfect 
choice for highlighting artwork in guest 
rooms and other hospitality or residential 
spaces. The integral LED lamp offers a very 
high colour rendering index (CRI) to ensure 
artwork is displayed in its true colour.

400 7W LED incl.
400 Framed 4.5W LED incl.
2700K 127lm 90CRI

600 10.8W LED incl.
600 Framed 8W LED incl.
2700K 214lm 90CRI

600 Framed

400

400/600 183

55

400/600 185

26
5
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Exterior
NEW LIGHTING COLLECTION
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Nomad

Nomad is a portable, rechargeable table 
light that offers bright, functional task 
lighting both indoors and outdoors. Its sleek 
appearance, phase dimming and water-
resistant design make it the perfect addition 
to hospitality seating and dining areas.

5W LED incl.
2700K 181lm 80CRI  
IP65
Touch Switch
4-Step Dimming

Matt Black

Matt White

Ø115

32
6
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Mori

With its sleek, minimalist design and 
switchable colour temperature, Mori is 
the ideal choice for illuminating exterior 
perimeters around gardens, driveways and 
patios. Mori’s light output is cast downward 
only to gently light pathways without glare, 
ensuring a beautiful, natural view of night-
time skies.

140 4.1W LED incl.
3000 / 4000K 116lm 80CRI

250 8.1W LED incl.
3000 / 4000K 214lm 80CRI

IP65

250 Textured Black

140 Textured Black

140

11
3

32 250

11
3

32
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Mast Twin

With its durable, minimalist design and twin 
light output, Mast Twin is the ideal choice 
for bringing warm illumination to exterior 
walls. Mast Twin’s light output is cast 
downward only to gently illuminate the wall 
without glare, ensuring a beautiful, natural 
view of night-time skies.

2 x 6W Max LED GU10 excl.
IP44  

Antique Brass

Textured Black

13
3m

m

230mm 85mm
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